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In any professional learning program, teachers and coaches must have a good relationship in order to get the work done.

To have a productive relationship, teachers and coaches need to trust one another, respect each other professionally, commit to keeping their partnership agreements, and clearly define the work they will do together. Teachers must believe that the coach supports them and that the coach’s top priority is student academic achievement. The coach must believe that teachers are committed to continuous improvement and that teachers’ top priority is student academic achievement. The mutual respect and professional focus of the coach-teacher relationship minimizes personal factors that may detract from a productive relationship.

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH TEACHERS
Building strong, productive relationships with teachers requires six key elements:
• Creating effective partnership agreements;
• Building teacher leadership capacity;
• Communicating about coaching services;
• Allowing teachers to identify their needs and to choose how a coach provides support (allowing teachers “a voice and a choice”);
• Encouraging feedback; and
• Managing resistance and conflict.

CREATING EFFECTIVE AGREEMENTS
To have a constructive and productive relationship, teachers and coaches agree in advance on how they will work together and the kind of work they will do. An agreement reduces teachers’ anxiety about what the coaching experience is and creates a foundation for a trusting relationship.

A coach may want a partnership agreement with individual teachers and with teams of teachers. Partnership agreements often describe each party’s roles and responsibilities, outline desired outcomes for the work, define how the work will be measured, specify what data the coach and teacher will examine and how they will follow up, describe what the coach and the teacher need from one another to be successful, tell how they will interact with one another, and spell out what is confidential.

One of the most important aspects of partnership-agreement conversations teachers and coaches have is about... Continued on p. 2
what confidentiality means in their relationship. The coach is more likely to be able to establish trust and gain teachers’ confidence if everyone explicitly understands that the coach’s work does not influence the principal’s evaluation of teachers in any way or affect the principal’s regard for the teachers. If teachers think the coach tells the principal about their practices, they are less inclined to want to work with the coach or to see the coach as a support. Coaches and teachers can negotiate what is permissible to share with other teachers or the administrator.

An astute coach discusses the bounds of confidentiality with administrators as well as with teachers when establishing partnership agreements. Conversations about partnership agreements allow teachers to share how they might work most effectively with the coach and what specific needs they have. The coach may want to use an agenda or conversation map to focus the conversation. A summary restatement ending the conversation ensures that the teacher and coach agree on the specifics of the working relationship.

Usually both the parties write and sign the partnership agreement, but the agreement also can be less formal, such as having one person, usually the coach, take notes during the conversation and copy the notes for the other person.

Partnership agreements are not stagnant — they evolve as the relationship between the coach and teacher evolves. Early on, when the coach and teacher are more tentative about the relationship, the agreements are clear and explicit. As the relationship matures and becomes more focused, businesslike, and intentional, the agreements, while never ignored, may require less focus.

BUILDING TEACHER LEADERSHIP CAPACITY

One indicator that coaching is effective is when teacher leadership grows. Coaches are not the only teacher leaders at a school site. Coaches who see it as their responsibility to develop teacher leadership send the message that all teachers have leadership potential and responsibilities. These coaches see themselves as models of leadership practices and make their practices transparent so that other teachers can learn to coach. Teachers are more engaged when coaches demonstrate respect for teachers’ knowledge and practices.

Coaches can foster teacher leadership in many ways. Coaches can:

• Invite other teachers to facilitate a team meeting, and guide and support novice facilitators.
• Seek other teachers’ support with complex challenges related to student learning and teaching.
• Invite teachers to add resources, examples, models, or ideas to conversations.

Coaches can also encourage the sharing of leadership opportunities. The coach can encourage other teachers to take on leadership roles. These roles can range from teacher team leader to grade-level or department chair. When teachers are encouraged to assume leadership roles, they are more likely to see themselves as models of leadership practices and make their leadership potential and responsibilities more obvious. As teachers gain leadership opportunities and assume new roles, they are more likely to establish trust and gain teachers’ confidence.

Some teachers hesitate to take leadership roles, seeing the challenge as adding responsibilities to their regular work. Others consider leadership responsibilities only as a track to school administration. However, schools today have enough leadership opportunities and forms of leadership to allow just about any interested teacher to lead in some way. Coaches also can help create leadership opportunities for teachers who prefer to remain in the classroom.

To build teachers’ confidence as they step into leadership roles, coaches apply the same gradual-release principle they use in coaching instruction to build leadership expertise — I do, we do, you do. As teachers gain confidence, they can gradually assume some of the coach’s responsibilities so that eventually the coach can shift responsibilities or assume new ones. Other teacher leaders can take over roles including data coach, learning facilitator, instructional specialist, and more. When teacher leaders are active within a school and assume leadership responsibilities, their sense of collegiality is stronger; they feel more engaged and professional, and they have a greater effect on student achievement.

Coaching is most successful when instruction improves, student learning increases — and more teachers see themselves as leaders and contributors to the professionalism within their schools.
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COMMUNICATING ABOUT COACHING SERVICES

Coaches can encourage teachers to participate in coaching by communicating which coaching services are offered. What the coach can provide and the coach’s availability depend on the coaching program’s goals and parameters. For example, if a district has determined that its coaches will serve as data coaches, instructional and curriculum specialists, and learning facilitators, the coach will need to provide services associated with those roles. So a data coach would meet with teachers individually or in teams to analyze student data and also might help the principal facilitate whole-school faculty meetings to review data about student achievement, engagement, demographics, perceptions, and so on. Some coaches have surveyed staff and then outlined services that respond to teacher needs.

Coaches have different ways of letting teachers know what support is available. Some coaches have created electronic or print menus listing the coach’s support options. Others have created one-page descriptions or brochures. Some approaches are creative; others are more straightforward. The form of the communication sends a message about how the coach intends teachers to view coaching.

In almost all of these communication tools, coaches include details such as how to connect with the coach and the best way, whether by email, a note in the coach’s mailbox, or with a phone message. Written or electronic formats generally include a place for the teacher’s name and a spot to check off the requested service. These communication tools help a coach prepare and be ready to focus when working with teachers. Teachers then can consider in advance how to benefit from the coach’s support, which increases their engagement, intentionality, and, potentially, the results.

In addition to communicating the services they offer, coaches periodically report to the staff, principals, and the coach champion which services they have provided. Most coaching programs require coaches to complete some form of log that the coaching program director and school principal use to manage the program.

Teachers often wonder how coaches spend their time when the coach is not with a particular team or individual teacher. To keep teachers informed, coaches can create a summary to share with all staff — a circle graph of how the coach’s time is allocated or a description of the amount of time the coach spent in various services. The data can be pulled easily from the coach’s log. The summary could be included in the staff newsletter, shared in a faculty meeting or school leadership team meeting, or posted on the faculty Web page. By seeing this information, teachers may get ideas about how to benefit from coaching services in the future.

ALLOWING TEACHERS A VOICE AND CHOICE

Teachers can’t be forced to engage in coaching. A more positive approach is to set clear expectations and allow teachers to identify their needs and choose the services the coach provides and the focus of the coach-teacher interaction. Giving teachers a voice and choice empowers and respects the voice of teachers (Knight, 2007). Choice means believing “that teachers should have choice regarding what and how they learn” (Knight, 2007, p. 41).

When teachers are respected and given choice in their professional learning and the professional learning the coach provides aligns more closely with teachers’ unique needs, teachers are more likely to perceive value in the coaching and apply what they learn from the coach.

As principals convey expectations about coaching, it is important that they expect that teachers take an active role in the coaching process by clarifying the specific type of support they want and their goal for the coaching interaction.

The coach’s role is to create a trusting, collaborative relationship with teachers to make the process inviting, to listen deeply, to seek to understand teachers’ needs, and to support them in meeting their individual, team, school, and district goals.
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Sample partnership agreement between instructional coach and teacher

Coaches can define the bounds of their professional relationships by establishing partnership agreements. Use this tool to create an agreement between a coach and a teacher that defines their working relationship and expectations for the coach’s work.

### BASIC AGREEMENTS

**What are your worst fears and best hopes for our work together?**

**Teacher:**
- I am afraid that you will judge my teaching to be less than satisfactory.
- I am afraid that having you in my classroom will distract the students.
- I hope that our work together will make a difference for my students.
- I am hoping that I will learn many new things.

**Coach:**
- I am afraid I won’t be able to help you enough to see a difference in student achievement.
- I hope you will see me as a peer.

**How do you want me to interact with you?**

- We will communicate by email.
- We will each have a copy of all of our joint work.
- We will be totally confidential as far as any evaluative comments we may make about each other’s work.

**What resources and materials will we need?**

- Teacher will bring curriculum guide and pacing chart.
- Coach will bring additional books that we could use for reading aloud during the unit.

**How will we know about student achievement in your classroom? What data will we collect?**

- We will plan an entire unit together, examine student work along the way, and evaluate the results of the final assessment.
- We need to know what skills students are starting with in relation to the unit being taught.

**How and when will we co-plan and teach?**

- We will meet Wednesday to plan the lesson. We will each need to bring our materials with us.
- We will start teaching this unit the next Monday.

**Where do we want to start in your classroom? What are our priorities?**

- Our priorities are to master using reading aloud as part of our reading mini-lessons. We also want to integrate reading into all the content areas.

Staff survey

Effective coaches survey staff and outline services that respond to teacher needs. Use this sample survey to help you collect data on teacher needs.

*Please return to the student achievement coach.*

Please complete this brief survey so I can get to know you better and we can work together to meet school goals.

Your name ___________________________________________________________________________________

Grade level and subject __________________________________________________________________________

1. What do you feel is your area of teaching expertise?

2. What are your strengths in your job? (You may include any strength, such as parent relationships/class management/rapport with students/knowledge of subject area, etc.)

3. What interests and skills do you have outside of the classroom that you might like to share?

4. Do you have any of the following that you would be willing to share with other staff members? (Please describe briefly.)

   • Units:
   • Strategies:
   • Lessons:
   • Best practice ideas:
   • Other:
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5. What area do you feel you could use support in this year?

6. How do you see the role(s) of the student achievement coach as it pertains to you? (Please explain briefly.)
   - Mentor:
   - Resource:
   - Co-teacher:
   - Coach:

7. Please list any immediate needs with which the student achievement coach could help you.

8. What resources do you foresee needing from your student achievement coach over the next few months?

9. Do you have any burning questions about the student achievement coach’s role or how this role could benefit you?

10. Would you be open to allowing other teachers to observe you teach in your classroom?
    Yes                                   No

Source: Connie Wardwell, student achievement coach, Adams 12 Five Star Schools (Thornton, CO).
Coach corner

Savvy coaches will create a means of communicating with teachers about available coaching and work accomplished. Use this sample update to guide your thoughts on creating a regular update for your own work or the work of your team.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMARY OF OUR COACH’S WORK THIS WEEK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>October 2, 2011</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>October 3, 2011</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>October 4, 2011</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your newest member benefit is an online action brief that examines an essential professional learning topic; showcases system, school, and teacher leader perspectives; and features valuable tools to advance practitioner knowledge and skills.